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The Losers is one of the greatest independent comic book series that has been put out in the last decade. It is a book
unlike many other comic books because it is an epic political action thriller.

Rock tries to radio Bravo Company, but they are already dead. Instead, Captain Storm and the Losers respond
to the call. Rock supplies them with his position and Johnny Cloud takes point. Captain Storm takes a moment
to reflect upon his own origin, and he recalls the original Japanese submarine attack that destroyed his crew
and cost him his leg. After committing himself towards revenge, he eventually teamed up with other service
men to form the Losers. Gunner and Sarge follow Cloud and scan the surrounding village for a German rocket
emplacement. Johnny Cloud also reminisces about his early years as he battled cultural derision and his
commitment towards serving the United States Air Force. Fortunately, his superiors cared more about his
flying skills than his Native American heritage. The Losers eventually reach the enemy encampment and take
out the rockets, allowing Easy Company further access into the terrain. However, the scene is still a hot war
zone and the land explodes with brilliant bursts of light. The Losers move onward and valiantly give their
lives fighting the Nazi threat. Notes This book was first published on June 6, This issue spotlights the final
battle of the Losers. Although published two months later, the events from this issue take place concurrently
with events chronicled in Crisis on Infinite Earths 3. This issue briefly recaps the origins of all of the Losers.
Crisis on Infinite Earths 3 establishes that it takes place in Markovia. Ona Tornsen is the only team member
not featured in this issue. Storm appears in flashback to events that took place in Capt. This issue recaps the
Losers first meeting with the Haunted Tank as depicted in G. This issue includes a one-page text article by
Robert Greenberger entitled, "Losers". This issue is divided into three chapters: A Marine Called Pooch! Spirit
of the Dead Trivia.
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The Losers, Vol. 5 has ratings and 17 reviews. Tays said: In a way, the rating I'm putting up here would be for the whole
series. Like what I previou.

It is currently being serialized in Gundam Ace. Contents [ show ] Story The story follows the plot of the
Gundam Wing TV series very closely, incorporating plot elements introduced in the prequel manga, Gundam
Wing: Episode Zero , and the concurrently-running photonovel, Frozen Teardrop. Chapters Volume 1
Episode. However, an unknown mobile suit emerges from the hideout and easily destroys the Leos. Treize
realizes that the mobile suit is a Gundam, created to carry out Operation Meteor. He then relays the
information to Zechs Merquise , an OZ ace pilot. At the same time, on April 7, A. Meanwhile, the other four
Gundams make their presence on Earth known as they each begin to attack OZ facilities and squadrons.
However, he is interrupted by both Duo and a seemingly ordinary girl named Relena Darlian. At the same
time, the base is attacked by the Gundam pilot Trowa Barton. Back at the Corsica Base, Trowa continues his
assault until his Gundam runs out of ammunition. At the same time, the base is attacked by the Gundam pilot
Chang Wufei. Heero is then informed by Duo of his grave mistake, and he realizes that Operation Meteor has
now become a complete failure. His actions also inadvertently cause the death of Vice-Minister Darlian, who
reveals to Relena with his dying words her true identity. At the same time, OZ begins a worldwide takeover of
all Alliance bases. Wufei attempts to kill Treize, but is defeated in a sword duel. However, Treize allows him
to escape, which leaves Wufei in disgrace. When Heero learns that New Edwards is targeted for destruction by
an orbiting missile satellite, he uses his Gundam to intercept and destroy the missile; saving his fellow pilots,
Relena and others still at the base. During the assault, Zechs uses the Tallgeese to battle Heero. When the
Romefeller Foundation sends a search party to hunt them down and expose Zechs as a traitor, Noin and Trowa
counterattack. The re-match takes place the next day, but neither pilot is able to outmatch the other. However,
Zechs chooses to take on the entire fleet by himself and allow Heero and Trowa to escape. Zechs continues to
battle the fleet with the Tallgeese until his mask shatters; symbolizing the end of his loyalty to Treize. Though
feeling betrayed, the two pilots are encouraged to continue fighting when they learn that Heero, Trowa and
Wufei have also agreed to return to space. As each of the pilots leave Earth, Quatre self-destructs his Gundam
to cover their escape. Meanwhile, a new mobile suit known as the Wing Gundam Proto Zero begins a rampage
across space, destroying OZ sattelites and even colonies. Though the two pilots believe they can take
advantage of the situation by allying with Quatre to finally attack OZ, Quatre instead attacks them as well.
This sacrifice snaps Quatre out of his insanity. As Treize is placed under house arrest by Romefeller for his
defiance, Lady Une releases Duo and Wufei from captivity in the Lunar Base and they escape with their
newly-upgraded though unfinished Gundams. Meanwhile, Zechs meets with colony representatives under the
guise of his true identity, Milliardo Peacecraft, as an ambassador of the Sanc Kingdom. However, much like
with Quatre, this system drives Heero mad and he goes on his own rampage within the Lunar Base. Quatre
manages to stop him, and they both decide to return to Earth. The Reversed Death - Dazzlement Episode. The
Reversed Death - Pride Episode. The Reversed Death - Reversal Episode. Though they are both captured, Duo
manages to break them out and convince Hilde that the Gundam pilots are on the right side. As they make
their escape, however, they are confronted by Trant piloting the Proto Zero. Trant then self-destructs the Proto
Zero in desperation, but is killed when caught in the explosion. Noin then brings Heero to the Sanc Kingdom
for a reunion with Relena. Back in space, a still-alive Trowa is discovered by his former circus partner,
Catherine Bloom , but he has lost all memory of who he is. Heero destroys several MD waves there, but his
Gundam is eventually disabled and runs out of ammo. However, Treize presents Heero with the Gundam
Epyon as a replacement. Fleeting Peace - Glass Kingdom Episode. Fleeting Peace - Fleeting Collapse Episode.
Back on Earth, Romefeller launches a final massive assault on the Sanc Kingdom. Noin leads a counterattack
and is later joined by Quatre and the Maganacs. Heero returns with the Epyon, but discovers this new Gundam
is also equipped with the ZERO System and once again loses control of himself as he fights. Zechs also
arrives with the Wing Zero to defend the Sanc Kingdom, but eventually ends up dueling Heero again.
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Following intense pressure from Romefeller, Relena announces the desolution of the Sanc Kingdom and
allows herself to be taken prisoner. Back in space, Duo and Wufei are offered to join a new rebellion called
the White Fang , but they both refuse. The Future of Choice - Assassination of a Queen As Queen Relena
announces to the world her own intentions for total pacifism between Earth and space which differ from what
Romefeller had intended , Heero prepares to assassinate her to prevent what he perceives to be a false peace.
However, the warm reception Relena receives from the various world leaders convinces Heero to spare her.
Meanwhile, the White Fang in space announces their intention for resistance against the Earth and reveals
their new leader; Zechs, once again, under the guise of his true identity, Milliardo Peacecraft. Back on Earth,
Treize decides to take over control of Romefeller and relieve Queen Relena of her position in order to fight
back against the White Fang. Takeoff into Confusion - Libra Episode. The OZ forces counterattack with the
rebuilt Mercurius and Vayeate, now mobile dolls, but Heero and Trowa are able to overcome them due to the
two units being programmed with their own combat data. After liberating the colony, the five Gundam pilots
all unite on board the Peacemillion.
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In the explosive conclusion of the Losers' saga, the team forces a final confrontation with the rogue C.I.A. agent Max,
which leads to the discovery of the shocking secrets behind not only their foe but also one of their own.

Publication history[ edit ] Andy Diggle has talked about the development of the concept, which developed
from conversations with editor Will Dennis about doing an original title at Vertigo: So we talked about
revamping an old DC character of some sort. I wanted to write a contemporary, crime-y,
thriller-yâ€”something in that genre. We started trying to think of a character we could revamp for Vertigo.
That was the model we were thinking of, find something as obscure as that I could do something with a title
like that. I made it a point not to. It was originally pitched as a four-issue miniseries. It went through a drastic
mutation. According to Diggle, "Everyone always thinks it got cancelledâ€”it was always intended to be two
or three years long. In the 90s, the Losers were betrayed by their handler, Max, and left for dead following the
conclusion of their operation. Eager for revenge and the opportunity to remove their names from a secret CIA
death list, the Losers regroup and conduct covert operations against the CIA and its interests, uncovering
startling operations spearheaded by the enigmatic Max, whose influence within the CIA and U. Franklin Clay
â€” The Leader, easily identified by a consistent use of black suits without ties. A meticulous planner,
initiative-taker and an excellent leader, Clay harbors the largest grudge against Max, at times appearing visibly
angry at the mere mention of his name. William Roque â€” The second-in-command, easily identified by the
large, vertical scar down the right side of his face and icy demeanor. His ruthless thirst for money motivates a
majority of his actions, including the serial betrayal of the Losers and many of his underlings. He is known for
having a collection of daggers and knives, which he fights with when not using a gun. Jake Jensen â€” The
hacker , characterized by his spiky blonde hair, glasses and a conspicuous goatee on his chin. Known for his
motormouth that often gets him into trouble and provides for a variety of conversational tangents. He is able to
crack all but the most complex encryption algorithms with ease, and is highly skilled in using most computer
and communications systems. Morose and laconic as a result of a traumatic combat incident in Afghanistan.
He is occasionally mocked by the other Losers, especially Jensen, for referring to himself in the third person.
Aisha al-Fadhil â€” The loose cannon, identified by her eyebrow piercing and tied-back hair. Partners with the
Losers in light of their common goal of killing Max. Skilled in all combat skills, with particular emphasis on
melee and reconnaissance, stemming from a harsh upbringing in Afghanistan and Pakistan, primarily fighting
as a child against Soviet soldiers during the Soviet war in Afghanistan. She is a cold-blooded killer who
prefers to leave corpses rather than survivors when she engages the enemy. Collected editions[ edit ] The
complete run has been collected into a series of trade paperbacks. All stories are written by Andy Diggle, with
Jock on the majority of art duties. Ante Up collects 1â€”6, pages, ,.
Chapter 4 : LOSERS 05 ENDGAME () by Andy Diggle
The Losers, Vol. 1 has 1, ratings and 47 reviews. Sam said: I tried watching The Losers movie twice before and gave up
quickly each time for the same.

Chapter 5 : The Losers (film) - Wikipedia
The saga of the Losers comes to its explosive conclusion with ENDGAME, collecting issues # of the acclaimed Vertigo
series. It's a white-knuckle ride into nuclear brinksmanship as the team.

Chapter 6 : The Losers, Vol. 1: Ante Up by Andy Diggle
actually underrated vines that should be in more popular rip vines - Duration: I don't know what to put as a name 1,,
views.
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The Losers Vol 5 Endgame Epub Book Epub Book The Losers Vol 5 Endgame Ebook 20,23MB The Losers Vol 5
Endgame Epub Book Looking for The Losers Vol 5 Endgame Epub Book Do you really need this file of The Losers.

Chapter 8 : The Losers, Vol. 5: Endgame by Andy Diggle
Losers Of The Week Vol. 8. It's time to close out month two of the biggest losers!No, this isn't a weight loss show. This
is about people who have had horrible weeks.

Chapter 9 : Losers Vol 1 | DC Database | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Seven Days Of Fail: BOSSIP Presents The 10 Biggest Losers Of The Week Vol. 5. Posted on September 14, - By
Bossip Staff 1 of 11 Image via Michael Stewart.
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